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Abstract One of the problems arising in the analysis of biological sequences is the
discovery of sequence similarity by finding common motifs. Several versions of the
motif finding problemhave been proposed for dealing with this problem and for each
version, numerous algorithms have been developed.
In this paper, we propose an exact algorithm, calledSMS-H-FORBID to solve the
Simple Motif Problem(SMP). SMS-H-FORBID is based on clever techniques re-
ducing the number of patterns to be searched for. These techniques are fundamen-
tally different from the ones employed in the literature making SMP more practical.

1 Introduction

The problem of detecting common motifs across a set of strings is a problem of
interest to both biologists and computer scientists. Themotif finding problemcon-
sists in finding substrings that are more or less conserved in a set of strings. To
have a satisfactory practical solution several versions of themotif finding prob-
lemhave been defined very precisely [3]. Indeed, the general version of this prob-
lem is NP-hard [9]. We find in the literature thePlanted (l,d)-Motif Problem
(PMP) [2, 7, 8], theExtended (l,d)-Motif Problem(ExMP) [6, 11], theEdited Motif
Problem(EdMP) [9, 10], and theSimple Motif Problem(SMP) [5, 9, 4].
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In this paper, we are interested in the same version of the SMP presented in [4]:
Let Y = {y0,y2, . . . ,yn−1} be a set of strings built from an alphabetΣ , p > 0 be an
integer andq≤ n be a quorum, find all the simple motifs of length at mostp that
occurs in at leastq strings ofY. A simple motifhas the same definition as in [5, 9]:
it is a string built from an alphabetΣ ∪{?} that cannot begin or end with?, where
Σ is a set of symbols and? 6∈ Σ is a wildcard symbol, it can be replaced by any
symbol fromΣ .
In [4], we have proposed a new approach to find simple motifs. This approach is
based on clever techniques that reduce the number of patterns to be searched for. We
have also presented algorithmSMS-FORBID which is a pattern-based algorithm. In
this paper, we present an efficient algorithm calledSMS-H-FORBID which uses a
hash table in order to make easier finding candidate patterns. Moreover, it maintains
a set of minimal forbidden patterns that do not occur in at least q strings in order to
not search for any pattern that contains a factor that has already been unsuccessfully
searched.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows: In section 2, we present some useful
definitions and notations. In section 3, we explain the minimal forbidden patterns
approach on which is basedSMS-FORBID and SMS-H-FORBID algorithms. In
section 4, we explain a new approach related to SMP on which is basedSMS-H-
FORBID. In section 5, we compute the complexity ofSMS-H-FORBID. In section 6,
we give some details about the implementation and present some experimental re-
sults. In section 7, we make a conclusion to this paper.

2 Definitions and notations

A simple motifis a string built from an alphabetΣ ∪{?} that cannot begin or end
with ?, whereΣ is a set of symbols and? 6∈ Σ is a wildcard symbol, it can be
replaced by any symbol fromΣ . Symbols ofΣ are said to be solid while the wildcard
symbol? is said to be non-solid. The length of a simple motif is the number of the
symbols that constitute this motif, including the wildcard symbols.

A string of ` symbols fromΣ is called a`-mer. A string of` symbols from
Σ ∪{?} is called à -pattern. A`-patternz1 is equivalent to à-patternz2 (z1

∼= z2),
if a position inz2 contains the wildcard symbol or the same position inz1 contains
the wildcard symbol and if a position inz2 contains a solid symbol then at the same
position inz1 there is the same symbol.

Formally,z1
∼= z2 if for 1≤ i ≤ ` :





z1[i] = z2[i] or
z1[i] = ? or
z2[i] = ?

A `-patternz1 is more general than à-patternz2 if a position inz2 contains the
wildcard symbol implies that the same position inz1 contains the wildcard symbol
and if a position inz2 contains a solid symbol then at the same position inz1 there
could be either the same symbol or a wildcard symbol. Formallyz2[i] = ? ⇒ z1[i] =
? andz2[i] = a⇒ z1[i] = a or z1[i] = ? for 1≤ i ≤ ` anda∈ Σ .
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Let Y = {y0,y1, . . . ,yn−1} be a set of strings built from an alphabetΣ and let

N =
n−1
∑

i=0
|yi |.

3 Minimal forbidden patterns approach

A patternz of length at mostp is said to be a minimal forbidden pattern if it occurs
in less thanq strings but all its proper factors beginning and ending with a solid
symbol occur in at leastq strings.

We have proposed algorithmSMS-FORBID based on a new approach to find
simple motifs. The algorithm together with all the different data structures have
been presented in details in [4]. The inputs of the algorithm are the setY of n
strings, a quorumq≤ n and an integerp. The algorithm outputs the set of motifs of
length at mostp that occurs in at leastq strings.

Contrary to the algorithm presented in [9], the new approach does not search for
all the `-patterns generated from then strings ofY but it begins by searching the
more specific patterns i.e. the less general patterns which avoids the sorting step.
Moreover it maintains a set of minimal forbidden patterns that do not occur in at
leastq strings in order to not search for any pattern that contains a factor that has
already been unsuccessfully searched.

The general approach is as follows: For each position on the input strings, we use
all the windows of length̀ for 3≤ `≤ p. Each window defines aǹ-mer. Each̀ -mer
x defines a set of̀-patternsX. At each position of each̀-patternzof X, the symbol
of z is either the symbol at the same position ofx or the wildcard symbol except
for the first and the last symbols ofz that are necessarily non-wildcard symbols.
Formally,

z[i] =

{
x[i]
or
?

for 1≤ i ≤ `−2 andz[0] = x[0] andz[`−1] = x[`−1].
Thesè -patterns together with the generality relation form a lattice. The minimal

element of the lattice isx itself and the maximal element isx[0]?`−2x[`−1].
Each node of the lattice represents an`-pattern.
The`-patterns are scanned by doing a breadth-first search of the lattice beginning

from the minimal element.
When à -patternz is considered, if:

• it has already been output or
• it contains minimal forbidden patterns as factors or
• it is more general than an output pattern

then it is disregarded otherwise it is searched in the strings ofY. Then if it occurs in
at leastq strings it is output and all its successors in the lattice are not considered
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since they are more general. On the contrary if it does not occur in at leastq strings
it is added to the set of minimal forbidden patterns.

The generation of thè-patterns is performed using a breadth-first search of the
lattice for the following reason. When à-pattern is discovered all its successors in
the lattice, that are more general, do not have to be considered. They are thus marked
using a depth-first search of the lattice from the discovered`-pattern. During the
remaining of the breadth-first search, marked`-patterns are not considered.

Algorithm SMS-FORBID is of complexityO(N2p|Σ |p(p+ m)) in computing
time, wherem is the maximal length of the sequences ofY. The space complex-
ity of SMS-FORBID is O(N+2p + |Σ |p).

Next, we presentSMS-H-FORBID algorithm.

4 Another approach: SMS-H-Forbid

In order to easily find the candidate patterns we define a tableH for every couple of
solid symbols and every integerk from 0 to p−3 as follows:

H[a,b,k] = {(i, j) | yi [ j] = a andyi [ j +k+2] = b}.
When a candidatè-pattern is generated from positionj in stringyi , if

• it has not already been output or
• it does not contain minimal forbidden patterns as factors or
• it is not more general than an output pattern

its potential occurrences are only searched at the positions inH[yi [ j],yi [ j +`−1], `−
2].

In practice, the elements ofH[a,b,k] are sorted in decreasing order of the index
of the strings.

The main algorithm is depicted in Fig.1. It builds the setResof searched motifs of
length at mostp contained in at leastq strings and uses a setT of minimal patterns
that are not contained in at leastq strings.SMS-H-FORBID scans the strings ofY in
the same order than algorithmSMS-FORBID. The breadth-first-search is performed
in the same manner asSMS-FORBID [4]. The only changes appear for counting the
number of strings containing an`-patternxgenerated fromy j (see algorithmCOUNT

in Fig. 2). The occurrences ofx are searched using the list of pairs inH[x[0],x[`−
1], `−3] (see algorithmSEARCH in Fig. 3). Furthermore those pairs(ind,pos) are
sorted in decreasing order thus only pairs whereind > j are considered.

5 SMS-H-Forbid Complexities

The algorithmSMS-H-FORBID given in Fig. 1 builds theH table in timeO(Np).
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SMS-H-FORBID(Y,n, p,q)
1 Set every positions of H to/0
2 for i ← 0 to n−1 do
3 for j ← 2 to |yi |−1 do
4 for k← 0 to p−3 do
5 H[yi [ j−k−2],yi [ j],k]← H[yi [ j−k−2],yi [ j],k]∪{(i, j−k−2)}
6 Res← /0
7 T ← /0
8 for j ← 1 to n−q+1 do
9 for i ← 1 to |y j |−2 do

10 for `← 3 to min{p, |y j |− i} do
11 for k← 0 to b`/2c do
12 BREADTH-FIRST-SEARCH(

. y j [i . . i + `−1],2,q, j )
13 return Res

Fig. 1 The main algorithm.

COUNT(x,Y, j, i, `)
1 L← H[x[0],x[`−1], `−3]
2 k← 1
3 Unmarked all strings
4 while L 6= /0 do
5 (ind,pos)← first element ofL
6 DEQUEUE(L)
7 if ind≤ i or k+ ind− i < q then
8 return k
9 else ifyind is not markedthen

10 if SEARCH(x[1. . `−2],yind[pos+1. .pos+ `−2], `−2) then
11 markyind
12 k← k+1
13 if k≥ q then
14 return k

Fig. 2 Count the number of strings ofY that contain motifx.

SEARCH(x,y, `)
1 for i ← 0 to `−1 do
2 if x[i] 6= ? andx[i] 6= y[i] then
3 return FALSE
4 return TRUE

Fig. 3 Search ifx is equivalent toy.
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The algorithmSMS-H-FORBID given Fig. 1 scans all the positions of then
sequences ofY. For each position it considers all the`-patterns defined by the cor-
responding̀ -mer for3≤ ` ≤ p. The number of elements of all the corresponding
lattices is bounded by2p+1.

Processing onè-patternx (see algorithmCOUNT in Fig. 2) consists in:

1. looking if x is in Res;
2. checking ifx contains minimal forbidden patterns;
3. searchingx in then sequences ofY using theH table.

Looking if x is included inRescan be done inO(|x|) time using a trie forRes.
Checking ifx contains minimal forbidden patterns consists in using an algorithm

for searching a single pattern with wildcard symbols in a text with wildcard symbols
for every pattern inT . This can be done inO(|T ||x|).

The search of onè-patternx in the strings ofY (see algorithmSEARCH in Fig. 3)
consists in checking all the pairs inH[x[0],x[`−1], `−3]. Thus the time complexity
of algorithmSEARCH is O(`N).

Altogether the time complexity of the algorithmSMS-H-FORBID isO(N2p|Σ |p(pm))
wherem is the maximal length of the sequences ofY.

The space complexity of theH table isO(|Σ |2p).
The algorithm requires to build and traverse all the lattices corresponding to`-

patterns. An array of size2`−2 is used to mark the nodes of each lattice. Thus the
space complexity for the lattices isO(2p).

In the worst case the size ofResandT is bounded by|Σ |p.
Altogether the space complexity of the algorithmSMS-H-FORBID is O(|Σ |2p+

2p + |Σ |p).
In practice|Σ |2p < N.

6 Experimental study

We have implementedSMS-FORBID andSMS-H-FORBID algorithms in C on a
pentium 4, 2 GHz machine with 3 GB RAM.
We have measured the computing time of these algorithms, for different values of
q, N andp, on random strings of length 100 built on DNA alphabet and also on pro-
tein alphabet. The curves given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show, respectively, the results
obtained forSMS-H-FORBID with p = 7 on DNA alphabet and the variation of the
computing timet in function ofq for SMS-H-FORBID with p= 5 on protein alpha-
bet. The X-axis represents the quorumq and the Y-axis represents the computing
time t. All these results have been obtained through computing an average on 15
draws.

As we can notice, the curve given in Fig. 4 has a bell-like shape. We can explain
this as follows: Indeed, for a low value of the quorum, the possibility of finding
quickly the motifs is higher and the algorithm will not make unnecessary search for
them in the rest of the strings. When the quorum is getting closer toN, the number
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Fig. 4 Computing time ofSMS-H-FORBID in function ofq andN for p = 7 on DNA alphabet

Fig. 5 Computing time ofSMS-H-FORBID in function ofq andN for p = 5 on protein alphabet

of detected minimal forbidden motifs increases. Then, the possibility that one of
these motifs appears in the current window is higher. Hence, the possibility for not
comparing the current window with the substrings of the other input strings is also
higher. So, the possibility to reduce the computing time is also higher.
It is also remarkable to note that the curve given in Fig. 5 has also a bell-like shape.
However, the peak of the curve is for a low value of the quorum. Indeed, the size
of the protein alphabet lets that the possibility of finding simple motifs that have
occurrences in at leastq strings decreases rapidly asq increases.

Concerning real biological data, we are experimenting our algorithms on various
protein sequences. The first results seem to be interesting, i.e., the extracted motifs
are more specific, and the computing time and the memory space are reduced. The
table below shows the computing time of SMS-H-Forbid for some protein families
for p = 7 andq = 10.

Protein family N Average LengthComputing time(s)
dehydrogenase25 324 346.875
phospholase 20 305 160.563
sam domain 19 434 338.09

yjgpyjgq 36 358 1495.719
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7 Conclusion

To have a practical solution for SMP, we have introduced the notion of generality
between patterns. The main purpose of this notion is to reduce the number of motifs
to be considered by eliminating similar or inferior ones. The general approach is
based on maintaining a set of minimal forbidden patterns that do not occur in at
leastq sequences in order to not search for any pattern that contains a factor that has
already been unsuccessfully searched.

In this paper, we developed an efficient algorithm well performing in practice by
reducing the number of patterns to be searched for. In fact,SMS-H FORBID finds
the more specific motifs and so that identifies important motifs for biologists.

As improvement, we have to develop an algorithm which performs multiple pat-
tern matching with wildcards. Moreover, suffix trees used inSMS-FORBID [4] are
space consuming thus suffix arrays or even BWT [1] can be a good alternative to
save space.

In the future, we will study how to determine an approximate algorithm to have
a faster solution for SMP.
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